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ISOSPIN AND CLUSTERING AT MID-RAPIDITY ININTERMEDIATE ENERGY HEAVY-ION REACTIONS�L.G. SobotkaDepartment of Chemistry, Washington UniversitySt. Louis MO 63130, USA(Reeived April 4, 2000)The n=p asymmetry of the material found in the mid-veloity or �nek�region of an intermediate energy heavy-ion reation is determined. In orderto aomplish this task data from two di�erent experiments are utilized.While the n=p asymmetry of the light partiles is enrihed in neutronsrelative to the bulk matter, the total material found at mid-rapidity has anasymmetry very little di�erent from that of the bulk system. This impliesthat, for the reation studied, isospin equilibration plays a minor role indetermining the isospin of the material found in the intermediate veloityregion.PACS numbers: 25.70.Lm, 25.70.Mn, 25.70.Pq1. IntrodutionPrevious work by us [1, 2℄ and the INDRA ollaboration [3℄ indiatesthat light harged-partiles emitted in the intermediate-veloity region ofperipheral to mid-entral heavy-ion ollisions are neutron-rih relative tothose fragments emitted by the projetile and target-like fragments. Thisapparent neutron enrihment in the entral region might be due to one ormore of the following.1. The in�uene of lustering, whih an have the e�et of amplifying aslight overall neutron enrihment of a system when one examines onlythe light ejetiles.2. A natural onsequene of a Coulomb suppression of the more highlyharged speies in sequential deay.� Presented at the Kazimierz Grotowski 70th Birthday Symposium �Phases of NulearMatter�, Kraków, Poland, January 27�28, 2000.(1535)



1536 L.G. Sobotka3. The in�ux of neutrons into the emerging region between the re-sepa-rating projetile and target-like fragments.The third potential explanation is the most interesting in that suh a pro-ess an be understood as an equilibrium isospin frationation e�et betweenregions of di�erent density. As a result of the frationation, the material atmid-veloity would have a di�erent overall n=p ratio than the value for theoverall system. This equilibration proess would tend to inrease the neu-tron exess of the low density (surfae-like) �nek� region at the expense ofthe material in the projetile and target veloity regions. We have done bothmodel alulations and experimentation aimed at determining whether suha proess ours. The alulations serve as a guide to help us de�ne therelevant physis while the experiments must answer the question of whetherthe total mid-veloity material has the same n=p ratio as the overall system.These alulations as well as the data will be presented in this talk.2. Some relevant alulationsThe physis relevant to the interesting potential reation senario is thatat equilibrium, the hemial potentials of neutrons and protons (�n and �p)must be unique even if the system has regions of vastly di�erent density.To satisfy this requirement, the partition of neutrons and protons betweenregions of di�erent density need not be, and in general is not, uniform.This isospin partition upon phase separation has been disussed by bothBarrano and Buhler [4℄ and Glendenning [5℄. More reently this issue hasbeen analyzed, within a relativisti mean �eld model for nulear matter, byMüller and Serot [6℄. Two �gures from the latter referene are reproduedbelow.The phase oexistene region is shown in Figure 1(a). Not only does theritial temperature depend on the proton fration y, but the low density(gas) and the high density (liquid) an have substantially di�erent n=p ratios.This is illustrated most learly on the right hand side of this �gure wherethe isothermal slie at T = 10 MeV through the oexistene region is shown.The omposition of the vapor (left boundary of the oexistene region) isneutron rih relative to the liquid region (right boundary). The exeption tothis statement is the speial n=p mix whih an be taken through the phasetransition without frationation. This omposition (the azeotrope) just sohappens to satisfy both Gibbs onditions (�ln = �vn and �lp = �vp ) withan equal partitioning of n's and p's. Not surprisingly the azeotrope oursat symmetry for (unharged) nulear matter. Dempsey [7℄ investigated thein�uene of harge. He found that the azeotropi omposition shifts toward�-stability and that the magnitude of the frationation is somewhat reduedwhen Coulomb e�ets are onsidered. The reason that the sense of the
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Fig. 1. The phase oexistene region of nulear matter shown as a funtion oftemperature, pressure and proton fration (T; P; y) (a) and the isothermal slie(T=10 MeV) from the dinodal region (b) from the alulations of Ref. [6℄. At hy-drostati equilibrium the vapor omposition (left boundary of oexistene region) isenrihed in neutrons relative to the liquid phase (right boundary of the oexisteneregion.) The quantity of eah phase is determined by the standard �tie-line� ruleof the Maxwell onstrution.

Fig. 2. A artoon of the physis whih motivates this workfrationation is the same in harged �nite systems as in nulear matter isthat the Coulomb energy depends more weakly upon the density (�1=3) thandoes the symmetry energy (kineti portion _ �2=3).Before moving on it is worthwhile to illustrate this physis with a ar-toon. The kineti portion of the symmetry energy is proportional to thelevel spaing at the Fermi surfae (�) whih in turn depends on the systemdensity (�). You an imagine the system to be the overlap region in a heavy-ion ollision and the �ngers pulling the system towards low density to bethe reeding target-like and projetile-like fragments. If this entral part of



1538 L.G. Sobotkathe system remains in isospin equilibrium with the saturated target-like andprojetile-like fragments while the density of the entral region is reduedbelow saturation, one expets a neutron in�ow and a proton out�ow fromthis entral region as long as the bulk system is neutron rih relative to theazeotrope. In other words: as long as there is su�ient time and n-exess,and new extended surfae regions are being reated, one expets the newlow density regions to beome neutron rih.In passing (and in response to a question from the organizer of this on-ferene) it is worth asking if there an be a measurable neutron enrihment(as ompared to the bulk) at mid-veloity in a peripheral HI reation sim-ply by virtue of a pre-existing n-skin? The answer is �no� as long as thereare more than about a dozen nuleons in the overlap region. This is il-lustrated in Fig. 3 whih makes use of the Thomas�Fermi Model of Myersand Swi¡teki [8℄. Setions (a), (b) and () show the density pro�les, n=pratio and the number of nuleons external to a given radius as alulatedby this model for 136Xe. Setions (d) and (e) of this �gure show the n=pratio and the number of nuleons in the overlap region swept out when twosuh nulei ollide. The overlap region has essentially the bulk ompositionwith the exeption of the very most peripheral ollisions for whih the sizeof the overlap region is redued to less than a dozen nuleons. Examinationof the harge pro�les from eletron sattering suggests that even this mod-est e�et is overestimated by this Thomas�Fermi alulation. (I should alsopoint out that inreasing the overall n-exess, say to 142Xe, makes only amodest hange to the number of nuleons in the overlap region with N=Zsigni�antly greater than that of the bulk system.)Before turning to the experimental data, I want to present some BUUalulations whih shed some light on the dynamial issues assoiated withisospin equilibration between regions of di�erent density and on the possiblein�uene of lusterization on experimental observables.The alulations [9℄ presented in Fig. 4 use the formulation of Danielewizand Bertsh for reating, transporting and destroying d, t, and 3He lus-ters [10℄. These alulations show the total density pro�le ((a),(b),()) andthat for the free n's ((d),(e),(f)) and p's ((g),(h),(i)) at three di�erent times(t = 0, 50, and 100 fm/). The �nal time step shows an exess of free neu-trons relative to protons in the �nek� region. The question is � with thesealulations as it will be with the data � is there really an exess of n's atmid-veloity? This question is answered (for this alulation) in the threeframes on the right hand side ((j),(k),(l)). Here the total (open symbols) andfree (losed symbols) n=p ratios are presented as a funtion of the distanefrom the projetion of the oordinate position onto the separation axis to thesystem enter of mass (D). Overall, the enter of the nek region (D = 0) isonly slightly enrihed in neutrons (re�eting some isospin equilibration) but
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Fig. 3. Density pro�les (a) n=p ratio (b) and nuleons external to the given radius() for 136Xe as alulated from a Thomas�Fermi model. Setions (d) and (e) showthe n=p ratio and the number of nuleons in the overlap region, as a funtion of im-pat parameter when two nulei of this type ollide. In these plots the total, protonand neutron distributions are given by solid, dashed and dotted lines, respetively.the free neutrons far exeed the free protons. The di�erene is due to thefat the entral region is highly lustered with an overall symmetri partii-pation in the lustering. In other words, the e�et of lustering (on the freen=p ratio) is to amplify the modest overall n-exess.We remind the reader that experimentally all that had been observedprior to the work desribed below is that ertain isotopi and isobari ratios(suh as t=3He) are muh larger at mid-veloity than in the projetile veloityregion [1�3,7℄. Our reent experimental e�ort sought to answer the questionof whether in fat the total n=p ratio of the mid-veloity region is di�erentthan that of that of the bulk system.
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Fig. 4. Boltzmann�Uehling�Uhlenbek simulation of a ollision between 136Xe and124Sn at 55 MeV A and an impat parameter of 8.8 fm. The di�erent panelsshow projetions (in the plane de�ned by the projetile momentum and the impatparameter) of the total ((a),(b),()), neutron ((d),(e),(f)) and proton ((g),(h),(i))densities. The nuleons bound in light lusters are exluded from the ontour plots((d)�(i)). Setions ((j)�(l)) display the neutron-to-proton ratio Rn=p as a funtionof the magnitude D of the projetion of the spae oordinates on the projetile-target separation axis, exluding (solid) and inluding (open) the nuleons boundin small lusters. D = 0 orresponds to the enter of mass position.)3. Data (old and new)To date harged-partile data has been presented for a number of systemsat several energies. By far the most omplete and omprehensive data havebeen olleted by the INDRA ollaboration for the 129Xe+natSn system be-tween 25�50 MeV/A [3,11℄. This work deomposes the harged-partile yieldinto omponents arising from 1) evaporation from the target and projetile-like soures and 2) a mid-veloity soure. What is missing from this work isdata on the free neutrons and isotopi information in the Intermediate-MassFragments (IMF0s): In a reent experiment by our group we sought to �llthese gaps. We studied 129Xe+120Sn ollisions at E=A = 40 MeV. The IN-DRA data set inludes a study at 39 MeV/A. There is no reason to believethe slight di�erene in energy or the isotope mix (in the INDRA target) aredi�erenes of onsequene. However the di�ulty of spliing together thesetwo sets is non-trivial due to the demands on experiments designed to olletquality (free) n data.Aquiring data on neutron emission patterns, whih allows for a souredeomposition analysis, requires exess sattering material be kept to a min-imum. Therefore suh data annot be olleted in the same experiment as



Isospin and Clustering at Mid-Rapidity in Intermediate : : : 1541one whih haraterizes the harged-partile emission patterns with a 4� de-tetor. As a result, standard impat parameter seletors (whih make use of4� ounting) annot be used. However as we desire to ompare to the periph-eral to mid-entral data from INDRA, some impat parameter seletion mustbe provided. In order to aomplish this we have measured both the hargeof the projetile-like fragment (ZPLF) and �-partile spetra. (As you willsee some limited data were also olleted for the IMF's). Previous work [2℄indiates that the harge of the projetile-like fragment ZPLF is inversely re-lated to the average harged-partile multipliity and thus an be used as ameasure of entrality. In the present work we selet projetile-like fragmentsemitted to angles just beyond the grazing angle with harge 15 < ZPLF < 35.This gate eliminates the most entral ollisions, for whih no large projetileremnant remains, and the most peripheral ollisions for whih only modestevaporation from the projetile-like fragment has ourred. However suh aseletion is rather rude and we have, a priori, no knowledge of the atualimpat parameter window seleted. On the other hand, the �-partile dataan be ompared to those olleted with 4� detetors to provide a �x on theimpat parameter region seleted.Projetile-like fragments (PLFs) were deteted between 4:6Æ to 9:3Æ inan annular Si�CsI(Tl). This telesope provided the atomi number andenergy of the PLF's. Four harged-partile telesopes, onsisting of two Silayers baked by CsI(Tl), were used to detet �-partiles. The Si layersare part of the LASSA array [12℄ and onsist of 16-strip dE (65 �m) andorthogonally oriented 16-strip E (1000 �m) detetors, both of whih are 50� 50 mm. Four 2-m thik CsI(Tl) detetors were positioned, in a quadrantarrangement, behind the Si strip detetors. This thikness is su�ient tostop all of the �-partiles but insu�ient for the hydrogen isotopes. Thetelesopes were run at two sets of angles. For analysis purposes, angleswere de�ned by the CsI(Tl) positions, two angles per telesope. Thus thisdata set ontains data for 16 di�erent polar angles. These telesopes werealibrated with �-partile and deuteron elasti sattering at small angles.The harged-partile detetors, along with two CsF sintillators (see below)were positioned inside of a thin walled (3:2 mm) Al sattering hamber of80 m diameter.Neutrons were deteted in a set of 15 disrete BC501A sintillators withylindrial volumes, 7.6 m thik and 11.4 m in diameter. These detetorsvaried in distane from the target from 2200 to 1200 mm for forward tobakward angles, respetively. The n-detetors where used in onjuntionwith plasti paddles positioned in front of the n-detetors and the two small(20 mm � 40 mm) CsF detetors positioned lose to the target. The formerwere used to veto harged partiles whih penetrated the vauum vesseland the latter provided the start for the time-of-�ight measurement. The



1542 L.G. Sobotkaoverall (all pulse heights) time resolution as determined from the -ray �ashwas 2.1 ns (FWHM). The e�ienies of the n-detetors were alulatedwith the ode SCINFUL [13℄. The low-energy e�ieny was veri�ed viaa alibration with 252Cf [14℄. The thresholds were set in software to be200 keeV. Interferene from the subsequent beam burst oupled with the long�ight distane (at forward angles) limited our ability to study the emissionof very low energy neutrons.Charged-partile invariant ross setion maps have been published forseveral intermediate-energy systems inluding the one studied here [3℄. Fig. 5provides the neutron invariant ross setion map for the system and eventseletion of the present work. Due to the absene of Coulomb rings, thesoure patterns are not apparent. Nevertheless, soure �ts learly indiatethe need for multiple soures. A three moving soure parameterization wasused to �t both the �-partile and neutron data. In the �t to the �-partiledata, all the multipliities and temperatures were allowed to vary. The velo-ities of the projetile-like and target-like soures were also allowed to vary.The mid-veloity soure was �xed at the enter-of-mass veloity and theCoulomb barriers were �xed at 8 MeV for the target and projetile soures.A Gaussian variation of the Coulomb barriers of 50% was also inluded.The projetile and target-like soures were taken to be of the surfae typewhile a volume type was used for the mid-veloity soure. This �tting proe-dure is similar to that used previously for �tting harged-partile data fromintermediate-energy heavy-ion reations [15℄. In �tting the neutron data,the projetile and target-like soure veloities were �xed at the values ex-trated from the �ts to the �-partile data (see below). In this ase, the �tswere done using relativisti Maxwell�Boltzmann distributions folded with a

Fig. 5. Invariant neutron ross setion plot for the system E=A= 40 MeV129Xe +120Sn when PLF's are deteted just beyond the grazing angle with15 < ZPLF < 35. The area of the plotted symbols is proportional to the rosssetion. The dashed line indiates the enter of mass veloity.



Isospin and Clustering at Mid-Rapidity in Intermediate : : : 1543resolution funtion (derived from a Gaussian distribution in time.) The sig-ni�ane of relativity is muh less than that of the �nite veloity resolution.The �ts to the �-partile data, shown in Fig. 6, represent the data very wellwhile those for the n-data, Fig. 7, suggest the need for additional forwardand bakward omponents, eah with small multipliity.

Fig. 6. �-partile data from seleted angles and �ts using a three soure model

Fig. 7. Neutron data and �ts using a three soure model



1544 L.G. SobotkaThe extrated multipliities from the mid-veloity soure (MID) and thesum of the target-like and projetile-like soures (T+P) are shown in Fig. 8as the �bird-like� symbols. The harged-partile data from INDRA are alsoshown for the 4 most peripheral bins reported by Plagnol et al. [11℄. Theseharged-partile data span from b = 10 fm to b = 4 fm, (bins 1 through4 respetively, see [11℄.) Eah element is presented as a di�erent symboland we have dispersed the data from the four bins by addition of absissao�sets whih inrease with inreasing entrality (see �gure aption.) Firstwe should fous on the �-partile data. Our data, in terms of both the (a)mid-veloity and (b) target + projetile multipliities (and thus the ratio() are very lose to those extrated from the INDRA data for bins 3 and4. These bins orrespond to the impat parameter window 4 < b < 7: This

Fig. 8. The multipliities of neutrons and harged partiles from the mid-veloity(a) and target and projetile-like soures (b) as well as the mid-veloity fration(), are shown for E=A = 40 MeV Xe+Sn. The neutron and alpha data fromthe present experiment are shown as the �bird-like� symbols. The harged partileresults from the four most peripheral bins from the INDRA study of the samesystem are also displayed. In order to display all 4 bins, the data are dispersedabout the atual atomi mass number left to right (smaller to larger symbols) withinreasing entrality. These 4 bins (1�4) orrespond to dedued impat parameterseletions of: 10 > b > 8:5, 8:5 > b > 7:0, 7:0 > b > 5:5, and 5:5 > b > 4:0 (see [3℄.)The Z = 1; 2 and 3 data are shown as irles, diamonds and squares respetively.



Isospin and Clustering at Mid-Rapidity in Intermediate : : : 1545window is onsistent with our expetation that the PLF seletion removedboth the most entral and peripheral events. Some additional on�denethat the data sets an be ompared omes from the extrated veloities ofthe quasi-projetiles. The �ts to the �-partile data, for whih the projetileand target veloities are free parameters, gave projetile (target) veloities of�m = 0:107 (�0:103), values lose to those extrated from the 4� harged-partile data (�PLFm = 0:120 and 0:111 for bins 3 and 4, respetively [16℄.)For this event seletion, the neutron multipliity is almost 10 times theproton multipliity at mid-veloity while only a fator of about 2 times morefor the projetile-like and target-like veloity regions. While the fration ofneutrons emitted in the mid-veloity region (see Fig. 8()) is substantiallygreater than that for protons, it is about equal to that for deuterons and�-partiles. Other trends whih an be seen from this �gure are the markedtendeny for the heavier hydrogen isotopes and heavy lusters to be foundat mid-veloity. While these trends have been previously noted, anotherobservation an be made from this plot whih would surprise many. Thereis a lear derease in the relative emission of the rare partiles at mid-veloity with inreasing entrality. While the magnitude of this trend maybe in�uened by the extration proedure, it suggests that the emissionmehanisms and/or the relative position on exitation funtions, inreasinglyfavors rare partile emission from the target and projetile-like soures asthe entrality inreases.The presentation of these data in terms of the frational (mid-veloity)yield also highlights an important feature whih is best illustrated by thet=3He (irles/diamonds at A � 3) omparison. One expets that 3Heemission will be suppressed (relative to t emission) more for highly hargedsoures and that this bias will diminish as the temperature inreases. Exper-imentally one �nds that the t=3He ratio is larger for the higher temperaturemid-veloity soure than it is for the soures assoiated with the proje-tile and target-like soures. This indiates that the in�uene of the kinetiCoulomb fators are still quite strong for these reations.While the INDRA data provide an estimate of the IMF multipliity, theisotope omposition was not determined for these fragments. The LASSAdetetors however do provide this information up to Z = 6; albeit (in thisexperiment) in a fashion whih does not allow for a soure deomposition.Figure 9 shows an example of a partile identi�ation (PID) spetrum ata laboratory angle of 25Æ: Assuming that the IMF's deteted at this angleare representative of those from the mid-veloity soure [18℄, we �nd thatthe mean values of (N=Z) are 1.18, 1.02, 1.32, 1.26, 1.23 and 1.13 for Z =1; 2; 3; 4; 5 and 6, respetively.The measured multipliities and the measured values of (N=Z) allow usto estimate the omposition of the material found at mid-veloity as well as
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Fig. 9. Example PID spetrum. This is from a detetor at �lab = 25Æand uses theSi-CsI(Tl) pulse heights. The C data are underrepresented in this plot as many ofthese fragments are stopped in the seond Si telesope element.determine the overall harge partition of the seleted reations. The partiletally is presented in Table I. The bulk of the harge resides in the projetile-like (deteted) and target-like (inferred) residues. The mean value of thePLF harge is 25 and due to fat that the system is nearly symmetri themean value of Ztlf must be similar. Thus about 1/2 of the total system hargeresides in these fragments. Of the remainder, about 3/5ths (�30 units) isevaporated from the target and projetile-like fragments and 2/5ths (�20units) omprise the mid-veloity soure. Using the measured multipliitiesTABLE IPartile Tallyn H He IMF heaviest totalMmid 5.5 2.6 3.5 2.0 � 13.6Zmid 0 2.6 7.0 �10 � 20Amid 5.5 5.7 14.1 22 47(N=Z)mid � 1.18 1.02 � 1.2 � 1.4MTP 11.3 7.7 4.7 2. 2 28ZTP 0 7.7 9.4 � 10 � 50 77(N=Z)TP � 0.458 0.97 � � �



Isospin and Clustering at Mid-Rapidity in Intermediate : : : 1547for the isotopially resolved light ions, the measured IMF multipliity (fromINDRA) and mean IMF N=Z ratio (our experiment for Z � 6) we �ndthat the mid-veloity soure is of modest mean size (�47 nuleons) with(N=Z)mid � 1:4. The latter value is indistinguishable from that of thebulk system (N=Z)sys = 1:394. On the other hand a value of (N=Z) = 1:4 isneutron rih relative to �-stability for a system of the size of the mid-veloitysoure. I would like to mention that if one does not inlude the IMF's in thepartile tally, the extrated value of (N=Z)mid would be signi�antly greaterthan the value for the bulk system.An understanding of this intermediate-veloity zone learly requires adynamial model whih treats lusters. Nevertheless a shemati equilib-rium model an provide onsiderable insight. Figure 10 presents the resultsof a preliminary miro-anonial alulation. This alulation onsiders allpartitions of 46 nuleons, 27 neutrons and 19 protons, into fragments withZ � 4 and A � 10. Many exited states, both bound and unbound, areexpliitly onsidered. To aount for the heavier IMF's, not expliitly on-sidered, a pseudo heavy IMF is inluded with the orret value of (N=Z)and a degeneray adjusted to reprodue the experimental multipliity offragments with Z > 4: This alulation makes use of the tehniques de-sribed by Randrup [17℄ to evaluate the phase spae integrals for eah pos-sible on�guration, all of whih are inluded in an enumeration. The reasonwe have taken this exat enumeration proedure is that it readily allows usto expliitly onsider exluded volume e�ets. Spei�ally we exlude vol-umes onsistent with wave funtion sizes (see �gure aption.) The expetedmultipliities (top setions) and two interesting ratios (bottom setions) areshown for 3 di�erent densities. What is most striking about this alulationis that the deuteron yield (dashed line) is extremely sensitive to the systemvolume. At high density (a) the deuteron yield is substantially below thatof tritons over the entire energy range. The depletion of deuterons is due toboth the small binding energy and large intrinsi volume of these partiles.When the volume is inreased to that of a sphere of 8 fm (setion ) the largesize of the deuteron is of little onsequene and the yield inreases. This il-lustrates how the large size of the deuteron make it an extremely sensitiveindiator of the system volume, an indiator whih has not been utilizedbefore. The experimental data are shown as solid symbols (b) at a value ofthe energy per nuleon for whih there is a favorable omparison betweenthe data and alulations. At this low energy (E=A � 5 MeV) about 75% ofthe matter is in well bound fragments, the hydrogen isotopes all have aboutthe same yield, and the yield of 3He is lower than that of the t's by abouta fator of 10. These simple alulations indiate that the observed largemass fration in well bound partiles, the large t=3He ratios and signi�antd yields are the equilibrium expetation for a rather dilute, modestly exited
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Fig. 10. Results of miroanonial alulations for 46 nuleons, 19 proton and 27neutrons in volumes equal to that of spheres of radii 5 ((a),(d)), 6((b),(e)) and 8fm ((),(f)). Fragments with Z � 4 and A � 10 are expliitly onsidered in thisalulation. In setions (a)�() n; p and �-partiles are represented by solid lines,(d) by the dashed lines and t and 3He by dotted lines. The neutron multipliityis always the largest while �-partiles (protons) are the seond most prevalent atlow (high) energies. The experimental data for Z = 0, 1 and 2 are displayed insetion (b) as the bird-like, irle and diamond symbols, respetively. The largerthe symbol the heavier the isotope. Setions (d)�(f) provide the free n=p and t=3Heratios as solid and dashed lines. The experimental values are shown as horizontallines. The exluded volumes for the light ions are alulated with the followingradii: 0.8, 0.8, 2.2, 1.9, 1.9, 1.6 for n; p; d; t; 3 He and �-partiles, respetively. Theexluded volumes of the heavier fragments use a radius parameter if 1.4 fm.system. While the exitation energy per nuleon is onsistent with the val-ues of the �t temperatures for this soure (�7 MeV), the nature of the data(broad impat parameter range) and the sensitivity of the alulations to thetotal and partile (exluded) volumes, suggest that preise determination ofthe best value of E=A is without merit.In summary, our results suggest that the mid-veloity region is similarin N=Z to the bulk material. Preliminary alulations suggest that the lightfragment omposition is roughly what one would expet from an equilibriumpartition of a system of the orret total nuleon and isospin omposition ifthe partitioning ours at low density with an energy per nuleon similar tobut not exeeding the saturation value of the binding energy per nuleon.
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